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1. Introduction 
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The results from research and development (R&D) activities performed by 

one individual or organisation, not seldom can be used by others as well. 

Spillovers from one unit to another are realized through various formal 

and informal mechanisms of leakage, exchange or coordination of useful 

information, that in turn are determined by behavioral, technological and 

organisational characteristics of the parties involved. But also the 

number of parties that generate spillovers will determine the importance 

of these leakage effects. Any given sharing mechanism will have a 

different impact with a few or with many participants, and any number of 

participants will generate a different extent of transfer with either 

limited or extensive sharing. 

Spillovers and the number of rivals create incentives for innovative 

activities that are clearly related, since they both may limit the 

appropriability of innovative efforts and allow the realisation of 

synergies because of the shared information. The most common prediction 

is however that larger spillovers and more rivals tend to discourage 

competitiye and sunk innovative investments1 • At the same time it is well 

recognized that some industries with high spillovers perform quite well in 

terms of dynamic efficiency and thus appear not to be discouraged by such 

knowledge leakage (e.g. Bernstein and Nadiri (1988)). High technological 

opportunities, the need to acquire a sufficient learning and absorption 

capacity, the internalisation of side effects through cooperative R&D, and 

even the failure to anticipate correctly leakage effects, may all be 

consistent with such observations2 . But perhaps there are richer 

tendencies present even in relatively simple innovation games and the. 

intention here is to explore this line of thought. 

1 See for example Spence (1984) and Loury (1979). But in Lee and Wilde 
(1980), more rivals stimulate efforts in technology races with flow 
expenditures and winner takes all. 
2 See respectively Levin and Reiss (1988), Cohen and Levinthal (1989), 
Stewart (1983), Katz and Ordover (1990) and Spence (1984). Spillovers are 
moreover necessary but not sufficient for economies of scope in 
multiproject development to exist (Van Cayseele (1986)). 
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Product differentiation is likely to matter a lot in a cost-reducing 

game with spillovers. Differentiation tempers rivals reactions with 

quantity competition and the leakage of the knowledge of cost-reducing 

investments does not inhibit as much - as it would with homogeneous goods

the attainment of a competitive advantage. The extent to which innovative 

benefits can be appropriated is thus dependent, not only on the importance 

of the information exchange and on the number of rivals, but also on the 

degree of product differentiation. 

The exploration of this idea proceeds in a symmetric two-stage 

setting in which n firms sequentially choose cost-reducing R&D investment 

with quadratic payoffs. Subsequent output competition with homogeneous or 

differentiated products and spillovers are anticipated. In industries with 

"extensive" product differentiation and with a "small group" of firms, 

innovative incentives and consequences are different from tendencies with 

"large groups" or with more homogeneity of goods. Individual innovative 

efforts may, for example, always increase with spillovers or first 

increase and then decrease, while they would always decrease with many 

firms or with homogeneous goods. 

A crucial parameter for such tendencies is the efficiency by which 

firms conduct R&D. For low R&D efficiency, spillovers will still 

discourage firm's investments even with only a few firms and a high degree 

of differentiation! The knowledge created or the so-called effective R&D 

(Katz (1986)) which equals own efforts and the transfer from rivals, 

however, attains maxima for spillover magnitudes and number of rivals that 

are indep~ndent of the firms' R&D efficiencies. The effects on the amount 

of cost reduction - the innovative output - are thus much more clear cut 

then they are for the firms' innovative inputs! 

With product differentiation and a small group of firms, only perfect 

spillovers will generate max:i,mum knowledge. But for a large group, the 

maximum is achieved for a critical intermediate spillover level. And for 

sufficiently large spillovers the same maximum is achieved for a critical 

number of firms that constitute a large group. 

One can think of these critical levels as defining an extent of 

information exchange where synergies most effectively compensate 

disincentive effects, with the spillover parameter and the number of 

rivals playing a dual role. The levels are reminiscent of the degree of 

rivalry for which maximum innovative activities occur in decision 

theoretic technology race models (Kamien and Schwartz (1976)) and of the 

market sharing parameters in racing games without winner takes all 

(Stewart (1983)). Here it will also be possible to look at the implication 
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of these tendencies for profitability, consumer surplus and static 

welfare. 

A following section details the competitive sequential equilibria 

after which the (dual) dependence of effective R&D on a spillover 

parameter and the number of rivals will be detailed·. The effects on firm 

performance and welfare is looked at next, after which conclusions are 

presented. 

2. Symmetric equilibria 

A cost-reducing stage is envisaged to proceed a standard Cournot-Nash 

game. The quadratic, specification of the payoff functions is detailed 

first, after which the symmetric equilibria are presented. 

2. 1. Payoffs 

Firms produce and market differentiated or homogeneous products with 

constant unit costs Ci and a linear demand 

i-1, ... , n, (1) 

with Pi and qi prices and quantities of the i-th firm and qi- the output 

levels of all but the i-th firm and b~~O. Product rivalry can be thought 

of to be more competitive as dfb increases from zero (d-O and different 

segmented markets) to one (b=d and homogeneous products). The innovative 

investments Xi in the first stage concern process oriented R&D that lower 

own production cost but at the same time may reduce rivals production 

costs because of the positive spillover of the developed knowledge. If no 

investments are made unit costs are c, with vs(u - c) > 0 and 

ci - c - xi = c - <xi + B ~i-) (2) 

with Xi - (xi+ B ~i-) the amount of cost reduction or effective R&D and B 

the exogenous spillover parameter, 0~~1. The value of B reflects the 

extent of information exchange or leakage as well as the absorptive 

capacity of the receiving units and is thought of to be determined mainly 

by technological and organisational characteristics. 

Firm profits from production are ""i - (Pi -ci). qi. Only sequential 

equilibria are looked at and it is mathematically convenient to write 

these profits as 

11"i == b.qi2 

given the Cournot-Nash equilibrium in the second stage 

qi = Z + A Xi + B ~i-

with 

Z v/(2b+(n-l)d) > 0 

(3) 

(4) 



A 

and B 

(2b+(n-2)d-(n-l)Bd)/((2b-d)(2b+(n-l)d)) > 0 (for n<oo) 

(2bB-d)/((2b-d)(2b+(n-l)d)) 

5 

(5) 

The linearity of demand and constant unit costs assure the stability and 

the quasi-competitivity of the production stage. 

Following d'Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988) the innovative investments 

are viewed to be made with diminishing returns that are embedded in a 
2 quadratic cost function (r /2)xi , f>O. A lower parameter r reflects a 

higher efficiency of the existing R&D technology or improved technological 

opportunitites that leave spillover effects unchanged. The value of the 

first-stage payoff functions are therefore : 

vi= b.qi2 - (f/2)xi2 (6) 

with discounting ignored for expository reasons. Vi is assumed to be 

strictly concave in the investment levels. Stability conditions are 

discussed later on. 

2.2. Non-cooperative equilibrium 

The sequential (subgame perfect) Nash equilibrium solves oVi/oxi=O, 

i=l, ... ,n. These equations together with (4) define the reaction 

functions: 

(7) 

with A,B,Z defined earlier in (5) and (2bA2-r)<0 because of the assumed 

concavity of Vi. In a symmetric equilibrium the firm subscript can be 

deleted and the firms' innovative efforts are 

x = v A /D (8) 

with 3 

D= [f'(2b+(n-l)d) - A(l +(n-l)B)J > 0 (9) 

and the substitution f'=(f/2b) that is convenient for analysis later on. 

Stability conditions (Seade (1980))4 are that 

r· > r'l = [A2 + (n-1) AB] for B > d/2b (10) 

r· > r• s = [A2 - (n-1) AB] for B < d/2b (11) 

and exclude certain r' and B combinations, see Appendix. For B=d/2b a 

decision theoretic solution applies (see (7) and note that B=O in this 

3 The stability condition f'> [A2+(n-l)AB] (10) ensures also the 
positivity of D, since A+(n-l)B = (~+(n-l)B)/(2b+(n-l)d). Note also that 
this restriction is ensured by f'> [A -(n-l)AB] (11) provided B<d/2b. 
4 Henriques (1990) applied these conditions to a cost-reducing game of 
homogeneous good duopolists (d' Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988)). In the 
present setting they are (2bA2-r)<(n-1)2bAB and (n-1)2bAB<(f-2bA2). The 
equations (10) and (11) follow because of the dependence of A and B on n. 
These stability conditions are stronger restrictions than the negativity 
of the diagonal elements of the Hess ian of Vi, except for B = d/2b in 
case of which they coincide with the concavity restriction (f-2bA2)>0. 
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razor's edge case). In view of the dependence of A and Bonn it can be 

verified that the stability conditions imply the negativity of diagonal 

elements of the Hessian of Vi, (2bA2-r)=(A2-r•)2b<O. Also positivity of x, 

q and V for finite n is implied• with output 

q xr'/A (12) 

and profits, 

v = bq2(1- A2;r•) (13) 

and assuming that prices p=u-(b+(n-l)d)q are positive, or 

r·> r'po = (uA(l+(n-1)£)/(c(b+(n-l)d)+ub)] (14) 

which tends to exlude combinations with low r• and low c. 

It is easy to verify from (7) that the innovative investments are 

strategic complements (substitutes) (independent) as the level of the 

spillover parameter £ is larger (smaller) (equal) than d/2b. This critical 

spillover level is independent of the number of rivals and equal to 1/2 

for homogeneous products and lower than 1/2 for differentiated products5. 

It is of particular relevance for the comparison with cooperative 

innovative efforts. The R&D strategies increase (lower) rival's profits 

and thus inflict positive (negative) externalities on the other firms, if 

and only if the spillover £ is larger (smaller) than d/2b. Hence the 

internalisation of these externalities through pre-competitive cooperative 

R&D results in higher (lower) investments for such a large (small) leakage 

and in higher profits (De Bondt and Veugelers (1989), Choi (1989) )6. In 

the razor's edge case of B=d/2b there are no such side effects and 

competitive and joint venture investments and consequent profits 

coincide7~ 

3. Effective R&D 

In a symmetric equilibrium each firm reduces its cost by an amount 

X=x(l+(n-l).B) with x defined by (8). X is the innovative output that 

equals own efforts x plus the transfer of knowledge from other firms 

(n-l).Bx. It is often called the effective R&D (Katz (1986), Kamien, Muller 

5 Several recent papers have noted this critical spillover magnitude in 
cost-reducing games with homogeneous products, see the references in 
d'Aspremont and Jacquemin (1990) and Kamien, Muller and Zang (1990). 
6 The joint venture R&D levels are obtained from maximizing (Vi+LVi_). ~he 
symmetric solution is xc=v(l+(n-l).B)/[r'(2b+(n-l)d) 2 -(l+(~-l)£~ ] , 
qc=r'xc/(A+(n-l)B), r·=rj2b. Profits of each partner are Vc=bqc -rxc /2. 
It can be verified that sign (xc-x)=sign(2b.B-d) with x defined by equa
tion (8) and sign (Vc-V)=sign(2b.B-d) 2 with V given by (13). 
7 Stewart (1983) found in a technology race setting a similar critical 
market-sharing parameter for which cooperative and competitive strategies 
and profits coincide. 
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and Zang (1990)), since it also represents the effort that each firm would 

have to incur itself, to get a reduction of X, if it could not have 

benefited from spillovers. The effective R&D may be viewed as reflecting 

dynamic economic performance, but as will be demonstrated later, it is 

also an important determinant of static firm and economic performance. 

3.1. Effect of spillovers and rivals 

The effects of the spillover parameter B and the number of symmetric 

rivals n on effective R&D are summarized by two equations : 

sign (oX/oB) 

sign (oX/on) 

sign [2b+(n-3)d-2(n-l)Bd] 

sign (2bB-d). sign (oX/oB) 

(15) 

(16) 

that can be derived from the definition of X and (8). The spillover and 

rivals can only have opposite effects on innovative output if innovative 

investments are strategic subsitutes (B<d/2b). In any case will the effect 

be determined by the expression between square brackets in ( 15) . By 

setting this expression equal to zero a combination of critical B and n 

are obtained that, for any given level of product differentiation, render 

the partial derivatives equal to zero. One can look at the critical B for 

a given n (BX(n)) or at a critical n for a given B (nX(B)), with: 

BX(n) [(b/d(n-l))+(n-3)/2(n-l)], ~n*=((2b/d)-l] 

nx(B) 1 + ((b/d)-1)(2/(28-1))), 1/2 <Bsl 

(17) 

(18) 

and both functions being the inverse of each other, given the indicated 

restrictions on n and B. It can be verified that (oX/oB) increases with B 

for n<n*a, while for larger n, the derivative (oX/oB) vanishes at the 

critical level aX while it is positive for B-0. 9 This suggest that as long 

as X is a function of B with continuous first derivatives it attains a 

maximum at this critical level and numerical simulations strongly confirm 

this pattern. Figure 2 provides a numerical illustration and Figure la 

summarizes these signs with the critical values computed for djb=.5. 

The signing of (oX/on) is very straightforward in view of (16), see 

Figure lb. X must necessarily increase with B as long as Bsl/2 and the 

effect of n only depends on how the spillover relates to d/2b. For larger 

spillovers X must increase with n until nX(B) is reached and from there on 

it will decrease, see Figure 3 for a numerical illustration. 

8 Note that mathematically BX(n)> (=) (<) 
Bsl. 
9 (2b+(n-3)d)=(2b-2d+(n-l)d)>O with b2d. 

* 1 as n < => n , while admissible 
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a. 5Xj5B b. 5X/5n 

Figure 1. Sign of (5X/5B) and (5X/5n) 

3.2. Effect of product differentiation 

In order to grasp the underlying economics it is useful to detail the 

effect of product differentation on the crucial parameters. Table l more 

fully clarifies the dependency of the Born that maximize X on (d/b). 

Figure 1 (and 7) use for expository reasons the value of d/b=. 5. 

More product differentiation can be inserted in these figures, by shifting 

B=d/2b upwards to come closer to B=O and shifting the curve with critical 

combinations BX(n) and nX(B) downwards, so that, among others, a larger n* 

is obtained. Many of the results depend on the relation of n with n* and 

Table 1: Spillover B (or number of rivals n) maximizing X 

n 2 3 4 5 6 9 11 

djb 

1 . 5 .5 . 5 .5 . 5 . 5 . 5 

. 7 .93 .71 .64 .61 .58 .55 .54 

.5 1 1* .83 .75 .70 .62 .60 

.4 1 1 1* .87 .80 .69 .65 

. 3 1 1 1 (1)* .97 .79 .73 

.2 1 1 1 1 1 1* .. 90 

.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Then above 1* gives n * For d/b=. 7 and =1 
* of n is 1, for djb-.3 the lower digit 5 is 

therefore it is useful to define : 

a "small group" industry 

- a "large group" industry 

* = n<n = 

... ~n* 

[(2b/d)-l] 

19 21 50 

.5 .5 . 5 

.52 .52 .51 

.56 .55 .52 

.58 .57 .53 

.63 .62 .55 

.72 .70 .58 

1* .95 .68 

the lower digit 
indicated. 

(19) 
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Table 1 shows h * 'd t at n prov~ es a very low upper bound as long as 

differentiation is moderate (say d/b>. 5). Or in other words with such a 

low degree of differentation it always is the case that results of the 

"large group " apply. Also if the industry only has a few rivals, there 

will be tendencies as if there were many firms. Only with important 

differentiation does "small" or "large group" also mean a few or many 

rivals (Chamberlin (1933)). 

Effective R&D achieves a maximum for perfect spillovers (B=l) in 

"small group" industries. Efficiency effects of spillovers appear to 

dominate disincentive effects. More rivals in such an industry will tend 

to increase (decrease) innovative output if and only if innovative 

strategies are strategic complements (substitutes). In "large group" 

industries the disincentive effects of spillovers on individual 

investments may dominate efficiency effects and result in a decrease of 

effective R&D. 

In a homogeneous goods industry it achieves a maximum for a spillover 

of 1/2 independent of what the actual number of rivals is. For such a 

magnitude the efficiency effect of the leakage most effectively 

compensates the disincentive effect. This tendency remains intact in more 

realistic settings, only if products are not too much differentiated or 

(and) if the number of rivals is sufficiently large (n>>n*). In such 

circumstances the maximum is achieved for a critical spillover that is not 

very sensitive to the actual large number of firms and quickly approaches 

its limiting value of 1/2. Otherwise a large group industry achieves a 

maximum effective R&D for a spillover parameter that is less than perfect 

(B=l) but larger than one half. 

The relatively flat portions of X as a function of B or n appear 

because the critical values BX(n) or nX(.B) are not very sensitive to 

respectively large n or B close to, but larger than one half, see Table 1. 

A sensitive dependence on n or B can only apply with important product 

differentiation and 

- spillovers that are different from the .BX(n) that apply with large n; 

-number of rivals considerably different from the nX(B). 
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3. 3. Duality 

Figure 2 and 3 also illustrate a precise dual relation between "large 

groups" and "large spillover" industries with differentiated goods. 

value of the maxima attained with BX(n) or nX(B) combinations 

The 

are 

independent of the actual (large) number of rivals or spillovers of the 

industries and equal : 

xmax= vj[f'4d(2b-d)-l] (20) 

which can be verified by substituting the critical combinations from (17) 

or (18) in the definition of x given by (8) and X=x(l+(n-1)£) 10. In the 

figures this maximum equals 10. The maximum amount of cost reduction will 

tend to increase as demand, R&D efficiency or the degree of product 

differentiation gets larger, but is not dependent on the rivalry reflected 

inn and B. 

For homogeneous goods settings and B=l/2, xmax results whatever the 

number of firms, since the rival 's strategies are independent with this 

critical spillover . 11 The precise dual relation does not apply in "small 

group" industries and the effective R&D there is necessarily lower than 

the maxium given by (20). To see this, note that in such industries, the 

maximum X results from perfect spillovers and hence it must be increasing 

with n. Therefore X must also be lower than xmax which is achieved with 

n=n* and £=1. Also in industries with small spillovers, Bsl/2 (b>d), will 

the precise dual effects not apply. 

4. Spillovers, firm performance and welfare 

4.1. Inve~tment x 

The pattern of effective R&D as a function of B only reflects the effect 

on individual efforts x in a limited sense. From the definition X = 

x(l+(n-1)£), it follows that 

if (SX/SB)<O (=) then (Sx/SB)<O (21) 

A decrease in X with an increase in B must, of course, reflect a decrease 

in the individual investments. With the aid of the stability conditions 

additional predictions can be derived, provided some bounds on f'=(f/2b) 

are defined (see Figure 4, 7 and the Appendix). 

10 The critical levels of B and n, render simultaneously both (SX/SB) and 
(SX/Sn) equal to zero (see (15) and (16) and Figure l).Therefore,dXmax/dB 
=(SX/Sn) (SnX(B) j5B )+(SX/5£)=0, with B>l/2 and n=nX(B), and dXmax jdn = 
(SX/Sn)+(SX/5B)(5BX(n)/5n) = 0 with ~n* and B=BX(n). 
11 Lim X=X00=v£(1-B)/[f' (2b-d)d-B(l-B)]=v/(f'/f'l00 -l)>O for O<B<l,since 

n-+co 
f'>f'100= B(l-B)/(2b-d)d (see (10)). X00 achieves a maximum for B=l/2. 
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Figure 4. Investment x and the spillover B 

Cost-reducing investments in homogeneous goods industries decrease with B: 

the disincentive effect of spillovers dominates in discouraging individual 

innovative efforts. In "small group" differentiated goods industries 

(n<n*) such a tendency also applies if the R&D efficiency is sufficiently 

low (f' high). With a sufficiently high R&D efficiency, an increase in low 

spillovers in any case will stimulate individual efforts, and such an 

increase may even continue with large leakage, if only the cost function 

of R&D is low enough. And such tendencies are in any case not likely to 

apply in the "large group" industries (~n*). Large spillovers there, will 

in any case discourage individual efforts, only small leakage may spur 

efforts that employ efficient research technologies. 
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The differentiation of goods allows to counteract the disincentive 

effect of spillovers, provided that the R&D technology is sufficiently 

efficient (this is reminiscent of emphasis by Levin and Reiss (1988)). The 

range of low cost parameters r that result in investments to increase with 

spillovers, is however limited, because of the restrictions indicated in 

Figure 7. Or in other words, one would expect the decrease of x with 

larger spillovers to be indeed more common (Spence (1984)). But in any 

case it is clear that the level of cost reduction X and the individual 

inputs can have a quite distinct dependence on B in industries with 

product differentiation. While effective R&D will always increase with 

small spillovers (<Bx), this may go together with individual efforts that 

decrease or increase with such larger B. Only with "large groups" and 

large spillovers will individual and effective R&D for sure decrease as 

spillovers get more important. 

4.2. Firm performance and welfare 

To analyze the effect of the spillovers on the other endogenous variables 

of the model it is convenient to express them in function of the effective 

R&D 

q = Z (v+X) 

with Z=(l/(2b+(n-l)d) (5), 

V = b(v+X) 2z2 (1-A2;r•) 

(21) 

(22) 

while prices p, consumer surplus CS and static welfare W equal 

respectively : 

p = u=(b+(n-l)d)q), 

CS = n(b+(n-l)d)q2/2 

W = nV + CS 

It immediately follows that : 

sign (5X/6B)= sign (5q/5B) 

- sign (5p/5B) 

since Z is not dependent on B, and 

sign (5CSj5B) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

if (5X/5B)>O then (5V/5B)>O and (5W/5B) >0 (28) 

noting that A =(2b+(n-2)d-(n-l)dB)/(2b-d)(2b+(n-l)d) is decreasing in B. 

Given the linear demand and constant unit costs it is of no surprise 

that the effect of spillovers on firm output will reflect the dependence 

of the amount of cost reduction X on the spillovers. The same dependence 

will also be reflected in the prices and consumer surplus and in the 

profitability of production, since the sign (5q/5B)=sign (5~/5B). 

Also the effect of spillovers on the value of the firm V (production 

profits net of R&D costs) and on static welfare is for sure positive as 
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long as innovative output is increasing also. In large group industries 

with large spillovers X may decrease in B and the investigation of the 
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sign of the derivatives together with the stability conditions allow to 

detect that V achieves a maximum for a BV(r•)12 and then decreases 

(l/2~B~<BV(r')<l), while also welfare first increases, achieves a maximum 

for a critical level BW(r') and then decreases with spillovers 

(BX<BW(r')<BV(r•)13, see Figure 5. 

In "small group" industries perfect spillovers maximize the effective 

R&D, output, consumer surplus, profits and welfare, that possibly can be 

achieved with rivalry among the given number of firms. With many rivals 

(n>>n*) and B close to 1/2, effective R&D, and thus also a consumer 

surplus, comes close to the maximum, especially if product differentiation 

12 Stewart (1983) found in a race setting a critical market sharing value 
for which cooperative and competitive R&D coincide and that maximizes 
expected profits. His sharing parameter corresponds to B=d/2b in this 
model and here profits are maximized for a larger spillover. For 
relatively homogenous goods d/2b is close to 1/2 and if n is large, V will 
be maximzed for spillovers that come close to 1/2 also. 
13 The relation between the critical B can easily be understood in view of 
(22) and (25). 
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is not too extreme (Table 1). The critical B that maximizes V also tends 

to 1/2 as n gets large and the critical spillover that maximizes welfare, 

therefore, shows a similar tendency. 

5. Number of rivals, firm performance and welfare 

5.1. Investment x, output q, profit V 

The effects of the number of rivals are somewhat more involved, since 

rivals influence at the same time the innovative incentives and the output 

competition in the second stage. Nevertheless the dependence of 

X=x(l+(n-l)B) on n is again of some help, since it easily allows to 

establish that : 

if sx;sn <0 (=) then (oxjon)<O and (oq/on)<O (29) 

noting also equation (21). This equation can be combined with earlier 

results (Figure l) and with numerical analysis of the signs of the. 

relevant derivatives. It allows to predict that entry will reduce 

innovative investments, ouput and profits14 in a wide set of circumstances 

(see Figure 7), namely 

- homogeneous goods industries; 

-differentiated goods industries with very small spillovers (B<(d/2b)). 

- differentiated "large group" industries and large spillovers (ren* and 

B~BX;B>l/2 and renX~n*). In all these cases the quantity competition has a 

quasi-competitive character. 

Individual efforts x, output q, and also V may expand together with 

n, provided that firms are sufficiently efficient in R&D and that there is 

an intermf:?diate innovative rivalry. The latter means that if spillovers 

are large (B>(d/2b) there are only a small number of rivals n<n*, or if 

there are a larger number of firms that spillovers are not too large 

(d/2b)<B<Bx. But also in these cases entry of rivals eventually will cause 

x, q and V to decline and a .maximum has to be reached for a number of 

rivals that is in any case smaller than nX(B) (see Figure 715). 

The increases in investment x with n only applies for B large enough 

(>d/2b) so that cost reducing activities generate positive externalities 

on rivals and this necessarily implies that output is also increasing with 

n, since 16 : 

14 (SV/on)<O for B<(d/2b) since V=x2(bo2-f/2)>0, with O=f'/A and the sign 
(SO/on) = sign(2bB-d) 
15 It can be verified that the maximum of q necessarily has to obtain for 
still larger n than the level that maximizes x, since q=Ox and see the 
previous note. The n that maximizes V has to be larger than the critical 
levels for which output or investment is maximized (with the same r and 
B). 
16 See previous note. 
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if (6x/on)~O for 8>(d/2b), then (oq/on)>O (30) 

and the value of the firm has to increase also. The circumstances where 

more rivals stimulate innovative investment allow a better realisation·of 

the efficiency effect of the spillovers. The disincentive effects of 

leakage are tempered through the product differentiation and high R&D 

efficiency, and more spillovers in fact spur individual innovative 

efforts. Numerical analysis indeed reveals that 

if (ox/6n)~O or (oq/&n)~O then (&x/oB)>O (31) 

The parameter combinations for which increases in x, q or V may occur are 

again rather narrow, because they require a rather narrow range of 

efficient R&D levels. 

5.2. Prices p, consumer surplus CS and welfare W 17 

From the definitions (23) and (24) given earlier it follows 

if (oX/on)>(=) o then (op/on)<O (32) 

(33) 

(34) 

if (op/&n)<O then (6CS/on)>O 

(op/on)=-(oCS/6n) for b=d 
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The levels of spillovers for which effective R&D increases with n 

(d/2b<B<BX) show in view of the above equations the simplest welfare 

effects of increasing n. Combining the simulation of the behavior of the 

critical levels of r' (see Figure 7) allows to formulate the following 

summary . 

Entry in a "small group" industry * (n<n ) improves upon consumer 

surplus and typically will improve static welfare as well. Entry in a 

"large group" industries (n>n*) show a similar effect as long as n stays 

smaller than the critical nX(B). Once the number of rivals gets larger the 

effects are dependent on the level of the spillovers and R&D efficiency. 

If both are not too large, entry will continue to stimulate consumer 

surplus and welfare although typically the additional effects may tend to 

be small, see Figure 8. But especially with spillovers close to perfect 

levels and important R&D efficiency, entry above nX(B) may reduce consumer 

surplus, firm profits and welfare, see again Figure 8. For small 

spillovers (<d/2b) and high R&D efficiency, welfare may also decrease with 

n18. 

6. Comparison with rjv 

In a research joint venture (rjv) the symmetric rivals only coordinate 

their innovative efforts and continue to compete in product markets. The 

effect of spillovers is in such a setting relatively straightforward. It 

can be shown that X, x, q, CS, V, and W increase with B, while p decreases 

as B enlarges. Effective R&D is larger than the comparable competitive 

knowledg~ if and only if B is larger than d/2b (lower if and only if it is 

smaller) 19. But d/2b has a maximum value equal to 1/2 for homogeneous 

goods and decreases (to zero) as the differentiation increases. Since it 

was found that effective R&D with rivalry always achieves a maximum for 

B~l/2, it must be that for such a B (or a larger value) a rjv achieves a 

larger cost-reduction. And finally if all rivals are part of the agreement 

the effect of their number n on the endogenous variables is also dependent 

on the interaction with R&D efficiency. 

18 See also Suzumura (1989) for the homogeneous goods case. Note also that 
for such small B it is also possible for some parameter combinations to 
have first increasing, then decreasing and then again increasing welfare. 
Numerical analysis shows, however, that the corresponding welfare levels 
are all close to asymptotic levels, so that this does not appear to 
reflect any fundamental tendencies of the model. 
19 Since sign (X-Xc)=sign (x-xc)(l+(n-l)B)= -sign(2bB-d), see also 
footnote 6. 
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7. Conclusions 

The appropriation of benefits of cost-reducing investments is limited by 

either homogeneity of goods, information exchange mechanisms and rivals. 

Real industrial organisations have different combinations of these 

elements and it is, consequently, useful to inquire on their possible 

distinct impact for such innovative activities. A contribution in this 

spirit was presented in this paper. 

With product differentiation there are striking differences between 

the effects of spillovers and rivals in "small group" and "large group" 

industries, while a crucial role is played by the high R&D efficiency for 

non-quasi competitive effects to emerge. 

More spillovers lead to larger cost reductions if they are not too large 

and/or if they occur in small group industries. With a low R&D efficiency, 
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quasi-competitive tendencies are typical spillovers and entry reduce 

investments, and entry reduces output and profits, while consumer surplus 

and welfare tend to increase or at least not to decrease. With large 

spillovers entry may reduce consumer surplus and welfare. In more limited 

circumstances with a high R&D efficiency, spillovers may stimulate 

investments, and limited entry in small groups may lead to expanding 

output, profitability and consumer surplus. Extensive entry leading to 

many rivals will entail a decrease in individual efforts and performance, 

while also static welfare will decrease. 

These predictions appear to be a useful complement to the over

simplified tendencies of homogeneous goods industries. The applicability 

of the effects with, for example, other demand and cost specifications and 

a locational metaphor of differentiation is at present not clear. The 

level of information exchange may be at least partly endogenous and since 

it was shown that leakage may reduce profitability, firms can be expected 

to take actions, such as forming a rjv, in response. The interesting 

comparison with the present setting would appear to be one in which only a 

part of the firms take part in such an agreement. Hopefully the insights 

that emerged here will be able to inspire progress along these lines. 
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Appendix 

The signing of the derivatives (Figure 7) that do not directly follow from 

the expressions in the main text, can be obtained with the aid of a 

diagram- and stability analysis in the r• and B space. Using r• (=f/2b) 

instead of r allows to neutralize scaling effects (of the demand 

parameters relative to the R&D cost function). 

Almost all of the signs of the partial derivatives to be signed 

depend on critical levels of f'(B) for which the derivative vanishes. In 

some other cases (oV/oB and oW/oB) critical values can be found for which 

the sign is clear and one proceeds from there on. The analysis of the 

behavior of these critical functions, relative to the stability 

restrictions (10) and (.11) allow to infer the necessary comparative 

statics. The restriction of a positive price (14) can always be assured by 

appropriate choices of initial demand and cost levels. First the critical 

functions will be given after which the further analysis will be 

described. 

For the derivatives with respect to B equations (14) and (18) allow 

to verify that : 

sign (ox/oB) -sign (f'-f'xfi), f'x13= A2(2b-d)/d (Al) 

suppressing the dependence on B for notational convenience, and 

sign (oV/oB) = sign (f' -r'vB), f'vB=A3(2b-d)/E(B), for those B for 

which E(B)=(A(2b-d)-(n-l)dB)>O, (A2) 

For those B for which E(B)~O it is immediate from (18) that (oV/oB)<O, 

sign (oW/oB) =sign (r'-r'wfi), r'wB=2A3b(2b-d)/F(B), for those B for 

which F(Q)=[(3b+(n-l)d)E(B)-(b+(n-l)d)Ad]>O (A3) 

otherwise the sign is negative. For the impact of the number of firms n: 

sign (ox/on)=- sign (f' -r'xn>• f'xn=A2B/d(A+B) (A4) 

sign (oq/on)=- sign (f'- f'qn), f'qn-AB/d- B(A+(n-l)B) (AS) 

The sign of (oV/on) depends. on a function that is quadratic in r• and 

hence a small root and a large one need to be looked at : 

sign (oV/on)<O (=) for r•<r'vns (=) or f'>f'vnl (=), sign (oV/on)>O 

for f'vns<r'<f'vnl• f'vns= (AB+A2d-d(n-l)B2-G)/2d and f'vnl-(AB+A2d-d(n

l)B2+G)/2d with G=[(AB+A2d-d(n-l)B2) 2-4A3Bd] 112 . If the expression between 

square brackets in G is negative then (oV/on)<O 

And finally , 

sign (op/on) 

(A+(n-l)B)B] 

-sign (f'-f'pn), f'pn = (1/bd)[A(d-bB)+d(b+(n-l)d) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

sign (oCS/on)=-sign (f'-f'csn), f'csn=[A[b+d(2n-l)-B((n+l)b+(n-l)d)] 

+2nd(b+(n-l)d)(A+(n-l)B)B]/[2b2+3bd(n-l)-(n-l)d2] (A8) 
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sign (6W/6n)> 0 (=) for f'<f'wns (=) or f'>f'wnl (=), while the sign 

is negative for f'wns<f'<f'wnl• with the critical functions being the 

(real) small and large roots of the quadratic equation (Hr' 2+If'+J=O), 

with H = [ (2b+(n-l)d) (3b+(2n-l)d) -2nd(3b+(n-l)d)], I=[4nbdA(A+B) 

2n(3b+(n-l)d)(dB(A+(n-l)B)-A£)-A(3b+(2n-l)d)(l+(n-l)B)-2bA2(2b+(n-l)d)], 

J=[2bA3(l+(n-l)B)-4nbA3B] (A9) 

Most of the critical functions appear rather unaccessible, but in 

fact they are systematically related to the stability restrictions. It can 

* be verified that in a "small group" (n<n ) industry r' 1 defined by the 

stability restriction (10), is increasing in the relevant B range between 

zero and one. In the "large group" (~n*)(finite) case the function f'l 

achieves a maximum precisely at Bx, l/2<BX~l and the level of this maximum 

is unaffected by the number of firms. 

The functions are drawn in the r• and B space for various djb 

( 1, 0. 9, ... , 0 .1) and n. Limiting tendencies for large n quickly become 

clear. Critical findings, such as crossing or relations of functions at 

B=d/2b, at BX and at B=O or l, were algebraically checked and confirmed. 

Tendencies that could be obtained directly from the algebra, were also, of 

course, confirmed by the numerical analysis. Hereafter only a small sample 

of diagrams is given to illustrate the reasoning, which can be replicated 

in extenso from the definitions (Al) to (A9) given above. 

1) Sign 6xj6B, 6V/6B, 6Wj6B. Figure 7a. 

* * (i) (6x/6B). The tendencies for ~n show up from (djb)~. 5 (n ~3). A 

typical p~ttern is shown in Figure Ala and allows to infer the upper arid 

lower bounds on r• given in the Figure 7. For n>n* also higher values of 

(djb) and n apply. Figure Alb again provides a typical situation and the 

lower graph shows why the crossing off's and f'xB is relevant. Figure 4 

in the text was drawn with the indicated r· values. 

(ii) (6V/6B). For ~n* f'vB lies below admissible r•, see Figure Ala. With 

n>n* there exist a B, say BE, larger than BX but still smaller than one, 

where E(B) becomes zero, and at that spillover f'vB becomes infinitly 

large, see Figure Alb. The derivative of 6V/6B becomes zero at 

the B where this function crosses an actual value of r• . For lower 

(higher) B the actual r• lies above (below) the function r'vB so that for 

those values of B, V is increasing (decreasing) in B. V achieves a maximum 

for a level of spillovers larger than BX and smaller than BE<l. 
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(iii) (6W/6B). The numerical simulation of a critical r'wB function shows 

a behavior that is similar of the pattern of r'vB• see Figure Ala and b. 

2) Sign of 5xj5n, 5qj5n, 6V/6n. Figure 7b. 

For high degrees of product differentiation (b/d)$;.5 and * ~n it is 

(almost) always possible to find some low r· that lie below r'vnl• r'qn• 

r'xn for B>(d/2b), see Figure A2a. (r'vns turns out to lie below 

admissible values and is therefore not shown). As n increases for such B 

the relevant critical r• functions decrease. For n>n* higher values of n 

and also lower product differentiation (djb>. 5) apply. Only for d/2b<£<BX 

(n<nX) there is a signing "problem", see Figure 2Ab. 

3) Sign of 6CS/6n, 5Wj5n, opj6n. Figure 7b. 

For very small B<d/2b and low djb the functions r'pn and r'wnl lie above 

the admissible r's· And for any such given B, r'pn is increasing inn and 

r'wnl typically is also increasing in n. (For some parameter combinations 

r'wnl may first increase and then decreases with n, see footnote 18). For 

B>l/2 the critical functions lie in the range of admissable r• as soon as 

n is larger than nX(B) and again they are increasing in n. 
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